National Manufacturing Institute of Scotland Case Study

Manage High Value Assets Throughout the Supply Chain with SICCAR
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“Participants in a B2B network might be extremely sensitive about how much information they share. With <this technology>, a
business network can be designed in a way that supports the confidentiality requirements, understanding which network
participant has cyber-secure access to what data under which conditions.” – Rory Ingram, Design Engineering Team Lead

Keep secure, complete and searchable records covering all aspects of your supply chain with SICCAR

Make your supply chain
more robust against
subversion or attack with
our cyber-resilient
technology that
compounds over time. This
protection also applies to
privacy and confidentiality
of commercially sensitive
data without compromising
on collaboration.

SICCAR lets you efficiently
manage and accurately
track the provenance of all
data in a supply chain. Easily
show ‘chain of custody’ in
highly regulated processes.

SICCAR enables all
organisations to create and
review ‘digital twins’ of an
asset’s journey and records
as it progresses through the
supply chain. This improves
transparency and speed, and
significantly reduces
operating costs.

By anonymising cyber
security reporting,
companies in competition
aren’t reluctant to share
individual cyber security
concerns or breaches.
SICCAR enables more
timely and detailed cyber
security reporting, which
benefits the entire sector as
well as mitigating damage
for the individual company.
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